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Named after SS Nazi war criminal: World's
largest ship sparks outrage as it arrives in
Europe just as 70th anniversary of liberation
of Auschwitz is marked
World's largest ship the Pieter Schelte has come to Europe for the first
time
It was named after the father of the owner of the firm who runs the vessel
Emerged that Schelte was a Dutch officer in the Waffen SS during WWII
Tried and convicted for war crimes and sentenced to three years in prison
But was released early and went to Venezuela to set up his own company
Jewish groups have reacted angrily after the ship's name was revealed
Arrives in Rotterdam 70 years after infamous death camp liberated
By JENNIFER NEWTON FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 11:19, 25 January 2015 | UPDATED: 14:51, 25 January 2015
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The Pieter Schelte, which is so big it can lift oil
rigs out of the water, is docked in Rotterdam after
being constructed at the Daewoo Shipbuilding
and Marine Engineering shipyard in South Korea.
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It arrived in Holland just three weeks before the
70th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz
and just days before four Jews were killed in a
kosher supermarket during the Paris terror
attacks.
But as Holocaust Memorial Day nears, anger has
erupted after it was revealed Pieter Schelte
Heerema was a Dutch officer in the Waffen SS.
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Couldn't be happier

The vice president of the Board of Deputies of
British Jews, Jonathan Arkush told the Observer:
'Naming such a ship after an SS officer who was
convicted of war crimes is an insult to the millions
who suffered and died at the hands of the Nazis.

The ship's arrival in Rotterdam has been
trumpeted by energy company Royal Dutch
Shell, which in a press release by Allseas
confirms it will be one of the vessel's first clients.
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The arrival of the world's largest ship in Europe
has provoked outrage after it was revealed it was
named after a SS Nazi war criminal.

'We urge the ship's owners to reconsider and
rename the ship after someone more
appropriate.'
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Pieter Schelte Hareema, a Dutch officer in the
Waffen SS during the Second World War, who has
had the world's largest ship named after him

John Donovan, a former Shell contractor who has wrote a book on the company's relations to the
Third Reich also told the newspaper: 'This public homage by Edward Heerema as the wealthy son of a
Nazi war criminal is an affront to the relatives of tens of millions of souls who perished at the hands of
Nazi Germany.'
Schelte was the father of Dutchman Edward Heerema, the owner of company Allseas, who
commissioned the building of the ship.
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He was an officer in the Waffen SS during the Second World War, when he acted as a director for the
Dutch East Company.
It is thought he was responsible for recruiting Dutch men to be put into forced labour in Nazi-occupied
territories in Eastern Europe.
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The Pieter Schelte vessel, the world's largest ship, which is almost as long as the Empire State Building and
wider than the height of Big Ben
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The ship, which is currently docked in Rotterdam, is owned by Allseas and was built at the Daewoo
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering shipyard in South Korea
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Tour the controversially named ship - The Pieter Schelte
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However, he is reported to have left the SS in 1944 as he lost sympathy with the Nazis and joined a
resistance party, fleeing to Switzerland.
He was tried and sentenced to three years in prison for war crimes after the war but was released
early and went to Venezuela where he set up a engineering company.
His namesake ship measures a staggering
1,253ft (382 metres) long and 407ft (124 metres)
wide, making it almost as long as the Empire
State Building is tall and wider than the height of
Big Ben.
It cost £1.9 billion ($3.1 billion) to build and is
powered by 11.2 megawatt engines connected to
13 Rolls Royce 5.5 megawatt thrusters.
Topsides - the upper section of oil rigs - weighing
up to 48,000 tons can be lifted by the behemoth,
while it will also be able to lift jackets - the legs of rigs weighing up to 25,000 tonnes.
The ship can then transport both the top and
bottom sections of the oil rig simultaneously and
take it back to port.
It can even raise and lower itself in the water by
82ft (25 metres) in order to cope with the huge
weight demands of moving an oil rig.
It can reach speeds of 14 knots (16.1 mph or
25.9 km/h) and has space for a crew of 571
people.

THE SS OFFICER WHO SET UP AN
ENGINEERING COMPANY
Schelte was an officer in the Waffen SS during
the Second World War, when he acted as a
director for the Dutch East Company.
He married his wife in The Hague during the
war and was pictured wearing his SS uniform,
with the ceremony attended by other highranking SS figures.
It is thought he was responsible for recruiting
Dutch men to put into forced labour in Nazioccupied territories in Eastern Europe.
However, he is reported to have left the SS
after losing sympathy with the Nazis in 1944
and joined a resistance party, fleeing to
Switzerland.
He was tried and sentenced to three years in
prison for war crimes but was released early
and went to Venezuela, where he set up a
engineering company.

It will also be the world's largest pipelaying ship
and will be used to construct infrastructure under the sea.
Mailonline has contacted Allseas for comment.
Read more:
Jewish outrage as ship named after SS war criminal arrives in Europe | World news | The Observer
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Perhaps the father was good to the son and it was a sentimental naming on the son's part.
Schelte did flee Nazism afterall. He couldn't have been all bad.
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Arent there enough famous Dutch pepole for them to use some one else? Seems a bit
insensitive to me.
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Isn't there such a thing as freedom of naming.
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What you conveniently ignore is that the court released him 'on account of his "very important
services to the resistance between August 1943 and March 1944."' So there is more to it than
the simple hysteria the Mail is peddling.
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radiant and glowing
'Hungover pole
dancing class!' Lady
Gaga strips to
underwear to show off
her risque moves
during BFF's
bachelorette weekend
Working her magic
A long way from
Winterfell! Maisie
Williams has the 'best
day ever' rollerblading
along Venice Beach
Game Of Thrones star
used a selfie stick
Jennifer Aniston gives
therapy to a prostitute
who Owen Wilson falls
for... as they reunite in
She's Funny That Way
trailer
Premieres in April
Her little tiger! Fergie
dresses Axl in animal
print outfit and carries
him to birthday party
Made their way to a
birthday party

TOWIE's Chloe Sims
was reduced to tears
after Elliott Wright
'smashed her phone'
during dramatic bust-up
at the NTAs
Spotted crying
Black Lace frontman
Dene Michael is
supported by
Coronation Street's Les
Battersby as he fails to
get through the blind
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auditions on The Voice
UK

Selena Gomez further
fuels rumours of
romance with Zedd... as
he holds her in his arms
in new elevator photo
Affectionate canoodling
adds more to claims
Stunning screen siren!
Kerry Washington wows
in feminine floral gown
at Producers Guild
Awards
She turned heads in a
strapless floral dress
Definitely Can't Get
You Out Of My Head!
Kylie Minogue stuns in
plunging semi-sheer
gown as she is named
Australian of the Year in
the UK
She CAN do demure!
Kim Kardashian covers
up her famous figure in
black gown as she
supports Kanye West at
BET Honors
They both looked chic
5SOS who? Aussie
rockers 5 Seconds Of
Summer have
application to trademark
their nickname rejected
They're one of the hottest
boy bands in the world
So fabulous! Kendall
and Kris Jenner cut
stylish figures as they
enjoy a leisurely dinner
in Paris with Balmain's
head designer
Ready for Fashion Week.
Got bored of
sunbathing? Miley
Cyrus writhes and
twerks against a pole as
she puffs on
suspicious-looking
cigarette
Often wears leafy logo
'He just wants to see a
kangaroo or koala!'
Rose Byrne takes her
Bobby Cannavale Down
Under to see the wildlife
and cuddles up to him
courtside at the Open
In a spot of bother!
Justin Bieber hides his
face behind palm tree
on a hike while
suffering bad skin day
The pop star struck an
unusually timid pose
'Please stop sending me
d*** pics': Singer Ella
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Eyre goes on a
massive Twitter rant
after receiving graphic
images
Inundated on Snapchat

'Yes, I have been
drinking!' Blake Shelton
calls himself 'the Justin
Bieber of country
music' as he hosts and
performs on SNL
'It hurts so bad!'
Chrissy Teigen wears
just a towel while
showering herself with
milk to relieve jalapeño
burn
After breaking her foot
S Club heaven! Rachel
Stevens wows in black
leather and spray-on
jeans as she steps out
in Manchester during
Strictly tour

GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Now Kate's engulfed in
a weathervane storm
The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge have removed
an English flag on their
weathervane
GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Ex-Made in Chelsea star
Amber Atherton admits
she has a thing for
Etonians
The 23-year-old is seeing
Alex Coleridge
'We're talking an allout cat fight': CBB to
'send Katie Price's exBFF Jane Pountney
(who slept with her
husband Kieran) into
the house'
GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Jennifer Lawrence set
to attend Vanity Fair
event with Chris Martin
Gwyneth is already upset
that ex-husband Chris
Martin has moved on
A vision in white!
Margot Robbie dons fur
coat with skinny jeans
and boots as she
braves chilly weather at
Sundance Film Festival
Wrapped up warm
Make-under: Amy
Childs oozes in glamour
as she makes rare
decision to cover up her
curves and embrace
new demure look
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That's a wrap! Michelle
Keegan shows off her
slim legs in black thighhigh boots as she dons
fur collar coat for a
night out

'I wish I'd killed more':
American Sniper Chris
Kyle said his only regret
was that US lives were
lost because he shot
too few Iraqis
Amid film controversy
Britney Spears flashes
toned tum when strong
gust of wind blows her
plunging blouse up
A blast of wind sent the
singer's peplum top
upward
Myer, what an insult!
WAG Bec Judd hits out
at speculation she is to
star in I'm A
Celebrity...Get Me Out
Of Here! after fans ask if
lilac dress is hers
'I don't really want to
know': Heidi Klum says
she doesn't have a clue
why Bendon chose her
to replace Elle
Macpherson as she
lands in Australia
The couple that
dresses together... Kim
Kardashian and Kanye
West make a blearyeyed arrival in
Washington DC as they
coordinate in fur
trimmed coats
She's got curve
appeal! Christina Milian
shows off her toned
legs in short shorts
while on a rigorous hike
Got her heart racing
during a cardio session
Ooh la la! Kris Jenner
channels Parisian chic
in black tassled blazer
and nude heels as she
enjoys shopping spree
in France

Amy Adams steps out
in baggy jeans as she
enjoys a lazy Saturday
with daughter Aviana
and her partner Darren
Le Gallo
Relaxing in time off
That's why you got a
beard! Leonardo
DiCaprio shows off
rugged look in first
glimpse of The
Revenant
The film hits theaters in
January of 2016
GIRL ABOUT TOWN:
Wheels come off
Gemma
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Arterton's Dagenham
production
Adelphi set to close Made
In Dagenham

It's definitely working!
Alessandra Ambrosio
displays her heavenly
figure in low-cut
jumpsuit... after a
gruelling cycling class
Looked free flowing
She's well RED! Noomi
Rapace flashes kinky
boots at Dior Homme
show during Paris
Fashion Week
Understated with a
flourish of excitement
SPOILER ALERT: Is
the game finally up?
Coronation Street's
Gavin Rodwell gets a
surprise visit from an ex
who threatens to reveal
his true identity
Haute stuff! Kendall
Jenner touches down in
Paris wearing oversized
fedora as she prepares
for Couture Fashion
Week
Fixture at fashion events
She hasn't got the
hump! Grace Andrews
is in high spirits as she
steps out in stylish
camel coat from debut
clothing range
Sported a warm smile
Man up! Sharon
Osbourne goes for the
androgynous look as
she enjoys a caffeine hit
in Los Angeles
She looked anything but
ladylike in ensemble
Not the hair! Alex
Gerrard shields herself
from the rain with faux
fur coat as she sports
grey top and distressed
jeans to run errands in
Liverpool
'Growing up so fast!'
Katie Holmes posts
poignant Instagram
snap of eight-year-old
daughter Suri Cruise's
hand on hers
Will be nine soon
Turban up everywhere!
Amy Willerton rocks a
variety of chic hats as
she parties up a storm
at the Sundance Film
Festival
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Pitch Perfect! Brittany
Snow cuts an elegant
figure in chic black
ensemble as she hosts
Sundance event
The 28-year-old actress
cut an elegant figure
TOWIE hunk Mario
Falcone holds hands
with his model girlfriend
Emma McVey as they
step out for a leisurely
lunch date
Welcome part of family
A perfect 10! Gymnast
sex scene in The
Bronze steals the show
at Sundance Film
Festival opening night
Black comedy about a
washed-up Olympian
'Why have I always got
to do the orgasm face?'
Ruth Wilson says it's
'unnecessary and
unfair' that actresses
must be the most
sexual on screen
Fancy seeing you
here! Naomi Watts
bumps into Reese
Witherspoon and Laura
Dern before taking a
spin on her bike
The blonde beauties
turned heads
Now that's a face for
radio! Graham Norton
looks exhausted as he
steps out in central
London to present his
BBC breakfast show

Make-up free Reese
Witherspoon shows off
her fit figure in yoga
tights as she grabs a
coffee on the go
Looks ready for the
Oscars red carpet!
Chris Martin makes a
cool arrival into Los
Angeles as he wears
sunglasses at night and
a leather jacket
The 37-year-old seemed
to be in good spirits
Putting in the leg
work! Lana Del Rey
shows off her lean pins
in a thigh split dress as
she steps out in LA
White printed dress nearly
slit to the hip
Make-up free Danielle
Lloyd dons a huge
bobble hat and faux fur
gilet as she hits her
local gym for workout
Still looking glam on
mundane trip
'She's shocked
someone called the
police': Kym Marsh
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reported for 'noise and
nuisance' by neighbour
because of daughter's
karaoke party

Tall, Poldark and
handsome... it's the
biggest treat for female
viewers since Mr
Darcy's wet shirt! Aidan
Turner sports rippling
torso in BBC drama
Racy in lace!
Cheyenne Tozzi flaunts
PLENTY of cleavage
plus a very pert derrière
as she poses in
flattering black lace
underwear for KISSKILL
lingerie
Make-up free Penny
Lancaster dresses
down in combat pants
and floral blouse as she
treats herself to a spa
date

Supermodel style!
Cindy Crawford looks
effortlessly chic in
leather gilet and bootcut jeans as she arrives
at LAX

Nice to see you! Nicole
Scherzinger rocks a
chic leather top as she
embraces Mark Ronson
at his album launch
party
Happy to see each other
Made it back okay this
time! James Argent
looks refreshed as he
returns to the UK after
father-son bonding trip
to Las Vegas
Went missing last year
Pregnant Hilaria
Baldwin hits the slopes
in Utah as she wears
matching ski gear with
doting husband Alec
The two seemed to be in
good spirits
Pregnant Ashlee
Simpson hides her baby
bump in a baggy
sweater as she makes a
grocery run with
husband Evan Ross

'Dane Bowers was the
love of my life': CBB's
Katie Price says she
was 'obsessed' with ex
and talks about
attempted overdose
'First time heart broke'
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Make-up free Behati
Prinsloo ditches the
glamour as she sports
unkempt locks and a
shabby coat during
shopping trip in NYC

'She became jealous
of another girl and
things got out of hand':
CBB's Cami Li 'was
arrested after assaulting
ex-boyfriend'
Not one to back down
Alicia Douvall is the
second celebrity to be
voted from the Big
Brother House in shock
public vote eviction
Bye bye, cosmetic
surgery addict
Taking fashion tips
from Del Boy? David
Beckham wears chunky
gold bracelets with a
suave suit to car event
in China
The peckham look
From Playboy bunny
to bush babe! Shane
Warne's buxom exgirlfriend Emily Scott is
covered only by ivy
leaves as she poses
completely nude
Glamorous in green!
Ellie Goulding covers
up her chic black dress
with khaki military style
coat at car event
She recently put on a
provocative display
Make-up free Michelle
Rodriguez works laidback style in white
leather jacket and light
grey scarf as she jets
into Paris

Today's headlines

Most Read

Britain wraps up with four inches of snow
on the way and more ice and sub-zero
temperatures coming this week
Eurozone braced for 'catastrophe' as Greek
PM concedes defeat in crucial election with
radical left-wing...
Posh bible Debrett's names Russell
Brand, YouTube star Zoella and Prince
Charles on its list of UK's 500...
It should NOT be a crime to join ISIS, says
Green party leader who does not want to
punish people for what...
Poundstretcher workers lost store's entire
day's takings on roulette table because
they wanted to know what...
'I feel for the women who don't know who he
is': James Bulger's mother says it is
'disgusting' her son's...
Credit to her generation: Stranger left
young mother note and £5 for the way she
taught her son manners on a...
Ukip chief's claim party represents bigots was
just pub banter, says Farage as Cameron
poses with MEP who...
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Farage says Ukip would stop 5million
non-British citizens using the NHS... so
does that include your German...
Leftwinger Tim Farron is now 'unstoppable' in
battle to replace Nick Clegg as leader after a
Lib Dem...
Now Sturgeon claims it would be better
for the WHOLE of Britain if her Scottish
Nationalists are sitting in...
'It made me feel ashamed of the world':
Shocked reaction of teenage girls on visit to
Auschwitz with...
Sweet potato and spinach dhal muffins:
Chef quits top restaurant to make exotic
school dinners for just 92p...
A crack on the bottom, a tap on the top and
blow! The simple trick to peel a hardboiled
eggs in just TWO...
Rocket propelled grenade launcher, World
War Two machine gun and Kalashnikov
seized by armed police after...
Missing Japanese Shiba Inu whose owner
hired £750 helicopter in hunt to find her has
been found drowned in...
Abandoned lion cub who became best
friends with man: First seen leaping onto
him with 'grateful hug' lioness...
First girl to accuse Jeffrey Epstein of sexual
abuse claims she was only 14 when she was
paid £130 after the...
Child killer dubbed ‘The Monster of
Cannock Chase’ had funeral paid for by
Ministry of Justice and...
Detectives leading search for missing
mother-of-four Samantha Henderson appeal
for help and get extra time...
These baby-faced tearaways aged 14 and
12 are the youngest brothers in Britain to
get criminal ASBOs
Prince reveals injury to his ear as he attends
church for Sunday sermon, while the Queen
brings a burst of...
Spanish Ebola survivor whose dog was
put down amid fears it had killer disease
has adopted a new puppy...
Experts examine bones in Spain's quest to
find last resting place of Don Quixote author
Miguel de Cervantes
Thousands march in cities across
Parkistan in protest against Charlie Hebdo
for publishing cartoons of...
Too close for comfort: Ukrainian motorist
captures the moment he is within yards of
being blown up by...
Getting a foot in the door... literally: The
job-seekers who use crazy CVs to stand
out from the crowd (but...
Blair Force One: Former prime minister's
luxury private jet of choice 'owned by one of
Britain's richest...
Police stop driver who was doing 100mph
in a 30mph zone while double the drinkdrive limit
Bulbs go for £100 each in Great Snowdrop
Rush as warmest year on record means
Britain is blooming marvellous
Kate and Gerry McCann suffered 'anguish,
rage and desperation' from ex-police
chief's book about missing...
'If I twitched she just laughed': Man with
Tourette's Syndrome marries model a year
after meeting her on...
Cameron slams 'murderous barbarity' of
ISIS after Japanese hostage 'beheading'
as he faces fresh...
Japanese Prime Minister says there is a
'high' chance ISIS video claiming hostage
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has been beheaded is...
Dozens kills and wounded after
attack by Boko Haram extremists,
military say
Scottish NHS nurse listened to The Archers
and Peer Gynt on her iPad while spent weeks
in hospital fighting...
Perfect place to hole up: Scotland’s most
expensive modern home that backs on to
Gleneagles is up for sale...
Serial killer Rose West and Soham murderer
Ian Huntley among serious criminals who
have keys to their own...
Seeing your friends and family often
might make you happier but it WON'T
make you live longer, researchers...
Forget dogs, cats are man’s new best friend:
Scientists are looking at genetic make-up of
moggies to help in...
Frankie Boyle comeback show axed by
BBC over sick joke about IRA murder of
Lord Mountbatten
'The international community is failing':
Angelina Jolie meets ISIS victims at refugee
camp in northern Iraq...
Human rights warning as UK government
bids for £6million contract to help run
Saudi Arabia's controversial...
Terrified British holidaymakers plunged into
darkness after stricken cruise ship began to
list off coast of...
Benefits mother of 11 is now single after
‘love rat’ hubby dumps her while she is
pregnant with her 12th...
Lord Brittan was target of 'smear campaign',
says Lib Dem peer as alleged victim claims
former Home...
Topshop tycoon Sir Philip Green puts
high street store BHS up for sale after
profits dip and pre-tax loss of...
Five footballers from east London who quit
UK to transfer to ISIS in Syria linked to Jihadi
John
Egypt erupts during day of protests as
death toll rises to 15 on fourth anniversary
of Arab Spring after...
Jamie Oliver’s restaurant in Turkey files for
bankruptcy just fourteen months after
opening in Istanbul
MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish
Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants

ADVERTORIAL FEATURES
Tell us your savings
story for the chance to
WIN £3,000 or 1 of 3
iPads
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